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ABSTRACT 
 
One application of the artificial intelligence (AI) technology is self-guided physical activities where a computing 
device acts as a trainer. One key challenge for these applications is how to measure the performance of such an AI 
trainer, especially when the AI trainer is run on a generic PC or a mobile device. In the spirit of the Turing test, an AI 
trainer should mimic the behavior of a human trainer. A good human trainer generally considers the training history 
and the level of the trainee when providing feedback, which requires more than body position analysis. In this work, 
we built a Martial Art trainer application called AIShifu that helps users practice martial art poses using Human Pose 
Estimation (HPE). We chose an open-source neural network called HRNET trained with MS-COCO dataset as the 
core of the HPE. The joint coordinates and angles were used to identify the pose being practiced by the trainee, whether 
the active side is left or right, and how close is the key joint angle to that from a “golden” image. We collected data 
from both a black belt martial artist and a novice trainee and on three Karate poses. Based on the data, it is clear that 
the blackbelt performed the poses more consistently. A much larger sample size was required to test how well an AI 
trainer can discern the difference between trainees with different levels of proficiency. This understanding forms the 
foundation to customize AI trainer software for different users. 
 
Introduction 
 
In most traditional martial arts, forms such as a sequence of different punches and kicks (poses) were practiced as a 
way to become better at certain actions. Generally, forms were practiced in a studio where students mimicked the 
master’s poses and the master watched over and made corrections to students’ forms. The master's attention must be 
spread to all students, and the practice time at the studio is very limited. Self practice would benefit students but it is 
difficult to obtain feedback and track progress. A computer based pose trainer would make self practice more effective 
and make the martial art more accessible to people in remote areas or with limited financial means. 

While an ideal martial art pose or movement could be defined in theory, a human trainer also takes into 
consideration the training history of trainees when providing guidance. Due to variations in human physiology, the 
path to a “good” pose of movement might be very different for each individual. Even the goals might not be identical. 
The first step in understanding this diversity is to answer the question: how do joint angles extracted by HPE correlate 
to different training levels? 

While a few AI sports software [1, 2] existed, how users of different training levels were perceived by the AI 
sports trainer had not been systematically studied. The studies are even more limited among traditional martial arts 
such as Karate. Answering this question was critical for future AI karate trainer software to adapt to different users. 
We developed a computer-vision based martial art pose trainer called AiShifu. AiShifu is an easy to use, lightweight 
system that can be run on a generic PC without additional wearable devices. AiShifu provides real time and actionable 
feedback to the trainee for improvement. We used AiShifu to examine a test dataset from two user groups with very 
different training levels and found that the angle of active arm from a black belt martial artist with more than five 
years of Karate training was more consistent (smaller variation) as compared with a person without any training. 
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Background and Related Works 
 
One of the fastest-growing fields in computer technology was artificial intelligence, specifically neural networks. An 
important sub-field of artificial intelligence was neural network based Human Pose Estimation or HPE, which identi-
fies different parts of human bodies of specific points such as shoulders and elbows. The process can be in a 2D or 3D 
space and sometimes through images or other data obtained devices such as sensors. HPE has received considerable 
attention during the past years and introduced new interest areas (applications) such as augmented reality, animation 
and gaming, medical rehabilitation, security and activity analysis, and sports. Due to its ability of accurately and real-
time tracking of human movements, using HPE for sports was one of the fast growing applications and had many 
potential benefits, including injury prevention, move effective training and fitness promotion. 

Despite the growing interest in this field, there is still a lack of publications regarding the specific topic of 
human pose estimation (HPE) applied to sports, especially martial arts. Among the available publications, literature 
has been focused on the benchmark metrics for performance of pose estimation accuracy and pose classification ac-
curacy. In the area we are interested in: an intelligent coaching system for martial arts, it is recognized that the amount 
of available data is a specific challenge in this field. 

HRNet [3, 4] (short for High-Resolution Network) follows a top-down approach for HPE and is an architec-
ture specifically designed for obtaining accurate HPE. It was introduced to address the issue of spatial resolution loss 
during the network's computation. Unlike traditional CNNs that down-sampled the feature maps to reduce spatial 
resolution, HRNet employed a multi-resolution fusion strategy to preserve fine-grained details while still capturing 
high-level semantic information. The key idea was to build parallel branches, each processing the input at a different 
resolution. These branches were then interconnected, allowing information exchange between them at multiple scales. 
This design enabled HRNet to handle both global and local information effectively, resulting in superior performance. 
It also maintains high-resolution representations throughout the entire network. HRNet [3] achieved good performance 
in multiple benchmark datasets for HPE. Given its ability to maintain high-resolution representations and capture fine-
grained details, HRNet can be adapted to various computer vision tasks that require precise spatial information and 
accurate localization. The key applications of HRNet included HPE, image segmentation, facial landmark identifica-
tion, and objection detection. 

Several variations of the basic HRNet architecture had been described and implemented, including Lite-
HRNet [5,6] and HRNetV2 [7]. Those variations were aimed to improve performance, efficiency, or both. HRNetV2 
focuses on enhancing performance while maintaining efficiency, while Lite-HRNet prioritizes lightweight and effi-
cient deployments.  
 
Related works 
 
Dittakavi et al [8] described a pose trainer application based on HPE called Pose Tutor. The authors proposed to use 
a coarse-to-fine framework along with an angle-likelihood mechanism to achieve pose recognition and correc-
tion.  Pose Tutor could be used for different exercise forms, and was “explainable” as it identified which joint con-
tributed most to pose prediction and to correct any wrongly identified joints. As an application, Pose Tutor took an 
input frame and classified poses into three types (Yoga, Pilates and Kungfu). The authors also developed a graphic 
user interface which captures user stances with colored dots and lines denoting the critical joints and skeleton predic-
tion from pose estimator. 

Abin Aju et al [9] explored the significance of human pose estimation in the field of computer vision and 
presented an approach for estimating and classifying karate poses. The proposed model leveraged PoseNet, a pre-
trained model, to perform accurate pose estimation, and used angle calculations between specific joints to classify the 
poses. The model could classify four karate stances with an accuracy rate of 98.75% using a dataset of captured images 
from Karate trainers. Their work included a graphic user interface which captures the user stance and provides a score 
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of stance accuracy. Moreover, the article emphasized the breadth of potential applications for HPE across various 
domains, including healthcare, gaming, augmented reality, virtual training, and sports. 

Fatima-Ezzahra Ait-Bennacer et al [10] provided an overview of a multiview dataset that includes pose esti-
mations of fundamental movements performed by a karate Shotokan expert. They employed OpenPose and FastPose 
for detecting keypoints on the human body. The significance of this dataset was also emphasized within the realms of 
computer vision and deep learning. Their research primarily concentrated on implementing action detection, recogni-
tion and classification techniques, specifically employing the LSTM and Spatial-Temporal Graph Convolutional Net-
works (ST-GCN) algorithms. Furthermore, they proposed representing these movements in 3D by utilizing Video 
inference for human body pose and shape estimation (VIBE). Their experimental results indicate 96% recognition 
accuracy using the LSTM algorithm, and 91.01% using the ST-GCN algorithm on a dataset of captured video clips of 
a karate coach. 

Instead of full body pose estimation, Xiaoou Zhang [11] et al described a study of the arm movement analysis 
of martial arts competition images, where the temporal aspect of the motion was extracted from the “bone sequence” 
or the position information of bones at different times. The authors created the arm movement dataset from the Wushu 
competition. The authors used two video channels with different frame rates to capture motions. The deep learning 
model used 16 frames from each video as input samples. To determine the action category to which the human action 
in the video belongs, a softmax classifier was employed. The test results demonstrated accuracy and recall rates of 
95.477% and 92.948%, respectively, on a dataset of Wushu competition videos. 

Kamel et al [12] described a training system for Tai Chi. The authors used a Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN) that was specifically trained for Tai Chi poses and movements. In the experiment the user's motion was eval-
uated by comparing to a template. The results were presented to users to help with pose correction. 

Thành et al [13] built a small video dataset and used CNN for estimating keypoints and joints of actions in 
traditional martial arts videos. The authors considered both 2-D and 3-D cases, and used measurements such as joint 
length, joint deviation angle, and keypoint deviation. The estimator was trained using the MS-COCO dataset. The 
authors also described an occlusion challenge where some joints would be hidden from camera views. 

Two examples of commercial applications were (1) Zenia [1] was an online APP that trains beginner Yoga 
poses, and (2) HIT coach [2] that focused on helping users determine the power of their martial art punches / kicks 
and also improving the users reaction time. 
 
System Setup and Design Details 
 
We developed AiShifu as a martial art pose trainer that provided the user with human-like real time feedback to guide 
the user while practicing. AiShifu was built on a pre-trained HRNet (training & evaluation dataset was Microsoft 
COCO). Based on the joint coordinates, we computed all limb angles for both the left and right side of the body. In 
the case of arm poses like punches and blocks, the calculated angles included the shoulder and elbow angles. Pose 
analysis and user feedback were focused on one angle of the primary limb. For beginners to intermediate level stu-
dents, it was more helpful to practice one aspect of a pose. This was typically how a human coach would train students 
in a group setting. 

AiShifu detected the pose as well as the practicing side by comparing these limb angles to a set of "golden" 
or ideal pose images. This greatly enhanced the usability of the software. The database of "golden" images would be 
selected by a studio or human coach in typical use scenarios, so the desired practice poses and the primary practice 
points could be customized. 

Using the angles from these golden images, AiShifu calculated the angle differences, which was used to (1) 
determine if the pose is good or bad based on a threshold, and (2) give directional feedback such as raise or lower arm 
during a punch. 
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AiShifu was implemented in Python version 3.9.13 and tested on a laptop with AMD R5-3500U CPU, 8GB 
RAM, and a built-in camera. The operating system on the laptop was Windows-11 as this was the most commonly 
installed OS for the target users of AiShifu. Python library "cv2" was used for camera image capture. 
The HPE engine was installed from the Open-mmLab v0.29.0 (October 2022) on GitHub [14]. The particular config-
uration used in this work had HRNet-w32 as the backbone of the neural network and used associative embedding [15] 
as the method (loss function) for guiding HRNet during training. This neural network model was trained and tested 
using the Microsoft COCO data-set [16]. 

AiShifu's top-level flow diagram was shown in Figure 1. AiShifu had two run-time modes: master mode 
allowed the "master" such as a human coach or studio to process a set of pre-recorded golden images; and student 
mode allowed the "student" to use AiShifu for pose practice. 

In the master mode, AiShifu first searched a designated directory for golden image files. The golden image 
files were required to follow certain naming conventions that included information such as the name of the pose and 
the active side in the image. Each golden image file was loaded and run through the HRNet to extract joint coordinates. 
Another text file defined by the master linked the name of a pose to which joints would define the key angle of the 
pose. Using this information, AiShifu calculated the key angles and stored the result in another text file: the golden 
pose file. In the master mode, the program would terminate once all golden images had been processed. 

For the current work, the golden images were obtained by selecting one picture of a black belt practicing the 
pose. These pictures acted as place holders for the development of the code. In real use cases, the golden image files 
would be curated by the master. 
 

 
In the student mode, AiShifu started by reading the golden file and storing the key angles from golden images 

into a Python Dictionary, the Golden Pose Dictionary or GPD (Figure 2). AiShifu then initialized the camera for video 
capture, and made a beep sound to inform the user that it was about to take a picture of his/her pose practice. The user 
was given three seconds to get ready before the frame was captured. Immediately after the frame capture, AiShifu 

 
Figure 1. Top-level Flow Diagram of AiShifu. The top side showed the flow in the master mode. The master mode 
was meant to be executed once by an administrator. The bottom side showed the flow in the student mode. The stu-
dent mode is executed during self-guided training. 
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gave two more beeps in quick succession to tell the user that an image had been captured. AiShifu proceeded with 
HPE (HRNet inference) and angle calculation. Limb angles were calculated from joint coordinates using basic trigo-
nometry and placed into an array. The user could hit the "q" key to exit the program at any time. 

Figure 2. Golden Pose Dictionary (GPD) structure diagram. The posename string was used as the “key”, and the value 
field contained three fields: the active side, the right and left side angle of the relevant limb.  
 

Since the pose had not been identified, all limb angles were calculated. This array of angles were compared 
with the GPD to identify the pose being practiced. This was accomplished by finding which entry in the GPD mini-
mizes the difference between the active limb angle of the golden pose and the corresponding angle in the captured 
frame. For example, if the GPD contained a "high punch" and a "side kick" poses, AiShifu determined which pose 
matched the captured image by comparing the shoulder angle difference to "high punch" golden pose, and the hip 
angle difference to "side kick" golden pose. If the shoulder angle difference to "high punch" golden pose was smaller, 
then the captured image was determined as being a “high punch”. 

After the pose had been identified, a two-stage boolean operation was used to determine if the user was 
practicing the left side of the right side. AiShifu accomplished this by observing that the relation of the active side 
angle and the non-active side angle can be obtained from the golden pose. As shown in Figure 3a, we first compared 
the two angles such as left shoulder and right shoulder in the golden pose data, and linked that to the known side in 
GPD. We then determined the active side of the captured image based on which angle was larger or smaller. For 
example, if the golden image was a pose of the left-hand side and the left shoulder angle in the golden image was 
larger than the right shoulder, we could infer that the active shoulder angle in this pose was larger than the non-active 
side. So we marked the larger of the two shoulder angles from the captured image as the active side (Figure 3b). This 
method enabled AiShifu to accept golden images using either left or right side, and could support both left handed and 
right handed students. 

 

Figure 3. Two stage boolean for active side identification. 3a combines the declared active side in GPD with the angle 
comparison of the left and right side in the golden pose data to determine whether the bigger angle side or the smaller 
angle side is the active side, noted as condition (1) and (2) respectively. 3b uses the output of the first stage boolean, 
and combine it with the angle comparison of the left and right side in the captured pose data to determine whether the 
left or the right side is the active side.  
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After the pose and the active side had been determined, we calculated the difference of the active side key 
angle to the active side angle from the golden pose image, referred to as delta(Angle) or δAngle. AiShifu set two 
thresholds for "good" and "almost good" poses. For the initial test, we arbitrarily chose 5 degree difference as the 
"good" pose threshold, and 15 degree difference as the "almost good" pose threshold. The feedback decision tree was 
shown in Figure 4. First, the absolute value of δAngle was compared with the "good" pose threshold. If ABS(δAngle) 
was less than the good pose threshold, AiShifu printed the message "Perfect!", and looped back to start next pose 
practice. Otherwise, ABS(δAngle) was compared with the almost-good threshold. If ABS(δAngle) was less than the 
good pose threshold, AiShifu prints the message "You are close!", and uses the sign of δAngle to decide whether to 
print "Raise your arm." or "Lower your arm.". When poses involving other limbs such as legs were added in the future, 
the pose name would be used to modify the feedback message. 

AiShifu was designed to focus on improving users pose accuracy through simple and actionable feedback. 
So the code did not include any features that would take into account the temporal tracking or movement of the user. 
Furthermore, we did not account for the possibility of more than one person in the frame as we considered that in the 
usage scenario of multiple students practicing together, it was best for each student to have his/her own computer 
running AiShifu rather than everyone sharing the same hardware. AiShifu was best used in conjunction with studio 
practice where pose transition and movement would be taught.  

 
Figure 4. Feedback decision tree. First, the absolute value of the angle difference (δAngle) was compared with the 
good-pose-threshold and the almost-good-pose-threshold. Encouraging messages were printed based on the compari-
son result. Second, the sign of the dAngle was used to decide whether the user should be instructed to raise or lower 
the relevant limb (arm was used here as an example).  
 

Test and Results 
 
We picked three common poses in karate to test AiShifu. They were low block, middle punch and high punch. Note 
that we only chose poses related to the upper body as an initial test. Poses related to other parts of the body would be 
added in the future. Two participants, a black belt and a beginner, were invited to practice these three poses. We took 
43-68 images for each pose and each participant. Participants varied where they stood in relation to the camera (both 
distance and angle) and used both their left and right side in the pose. This allowed for increased variation in the data-
set.  The number of images for each participant and pose were listed in the Table 1 below. 
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Table 1: Number of images for each participant and each pose in test data-set. 

Participant Low Block Middle Punch High Punch 

Black Belt 43 53 50 

Beginner 58 68 51 

 
Three example images (one for each pose) and the same images with HPE joint overlay were shown in Figure 

5. Note that in some images, some joints on the far side of the camera were blocked by the body and cannot be 
extracted in HPE. For example, the right shoulder in the Figure 5a (low block). 
 

Figure 5. Example images from each pose (5a: low-block, 5b: middle-punch, 5c: high-punch) in the test data-set, and 
the same images overlaid with joint markers from HPE output (5d: low-block, 5e: middle-punch, 5f: high-punch).  
 

This occlusion problem made the pose identification step less reliable. We also noted that the typical white 
uniform of some martial art traditions could make it difficult for HRNet to identify the joints due to the lack of any 
patterns in a large region of the image that is critical for joint detection. Another challenge we encountered was that 
some of the captured frames were too blurry for processing. In future works, we planned to add a step before HPE to 
determine if the captured image was clear enough to proceed. The added step could then inform the user to redo the 
pose if the captured image was not clear. 

Figure 6 showed the raw angle data from the high punch pose before the active side was identified. A bimodal 
distribution was clearly visible in Figure 6a. Figure 6b showed that the sum of the shoulder angles of the two sides 
was roughly constant. This confirmed that the two sides were swapped in some images, and that a simple comparison 
of angle sizes could work as the method to determine which side was in the frame. After the active side had been 
identified, the active arm angle and the non-active arm angle were plotted in figure 6c. The standard deviation of the 
right arm angle without identifying the practice side was 23 degrees, while after the correct active side had been 
detected, the standard deviation for the active side angle reduced to only 11 degrees. 
 

Figure 6. Raw arm angle for the pose “high punch”. 6a were angles of the right arm and the left arm, and showed a 
clear bimodal distribution. To confirm the hypothesis that this was due to participants switched sides in some of the 
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images, the sum of the right arm angle and the left arm angle was plotted in 6b. The single modality of the sum 
confirmed the proposed active-side identification logic would work. 6c plotted the arm angle data after the active-side 
identification logic and matched the expected result. Note there was an outlier data point (marked with red circle), 
where both arm angles were higher than 50 degrees (78 and 75 degrees). This was a case where the HPE engine did 
not identify joint coordinates correctly.  

The relevant arm angle for the three poses by the two participants were summarized in Figure 7. It is clear 
that the mean value of the black belt's active arm angle was very close to that of the golden image, even though the 
black belt arm angles had larger variation than that of the beginner. This observation needed to be confirmed with 
more participants and more poses, and would be used in future work to enhance the user feedback. 

Table 2 below showed the percentage of images within the good-pose threshold (5 degrees) of each partici-
pant and each pose. It was evident that the black belt consistently performed better than the beginner in this metric as 
well. The black belt achieved 45-74% of good poses, while the beginner only achieved 0-32% of good poses. 

 
Table 2: Percentage of good poses in test data-set by each participant and each pose. 

Pose\Participants Black Belt Beginner 

Low Block 45% 8% 

Middle Punch 49% 0% 

High Punch 74% 32% 

 
The current code took about 8-10 seconds to execute each frame on the test computer. To estimate the execution speed 
requirement, we conducted use case simulations. On average, it took a user between 3-6 seconds to get back in front 
of the test computer after performing a pose. So the current code would require a user to wait 2-7 seconds of wait time 
before displaying the feedback. It was desirable to achieve faster execution to make AiShifu more responsive. 
 

Figure 7. Box-and-whisker plot of the active 7a and nonactive 7b arm angles in test dataset. The arm angles were split 
by the three poses and the two participants with different skill level. The corresponding arm angles from the golden 
poses were indicated with the green lines.  
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Discussion and Future Works 
 
AiShifu was designed as a computer application that used state-of-the-art HPE to improve at-home martial art practice 
by providing real time feedbacks and giving directional guidance to the user. Applications for static pose training were 
not limited to martial art forms. Many other sports such as shot put also require complex body posture training. Beyond 
sports, many performing arts such as dance could also be benefited from self-guided pose practice to supplement 
formal training. Also, there were many medical applications as well. For example, physical therapy involved certain 
body or limb positioning and needed to strike a balance between effectiveness and risk of over stressing. AiShifu 
could help physical therapists provide better guidance to patients at home. 

Using a test data-set with three common Karate poses, our test results showed that AiShifu can detect a clear 
difference in accuracy between the more experienced black belt and the less experienced beginner. To further validate 
this, a much larger dataset that includes more trainees at different stages of training is required; and a more compre-
hensive statistical analysis of the joint angle data needs to be performed. 

"White uniform" and arbitrary occlusion were well known challenges to HPE in general. While continued 
improvement of neural-network such as HRNet could be expected, we believed it is possible to find workaround such 
as more optimal camera and light source placement to improve the success rate of current and future HPE Algorithms. 
Incorporating some aspects of human anatomy assumptions into AiShifu could also improve the performance of pose 
detection. Another common challenge for HPE was related to a complex and cluttered background. For our applica-
tion, the test images were taken with a typical home background with furniture and random household items. This was 
to mimic the background of the expected usage setting. We did not notice any problems related to image background. 
This aspect needed to be further tested in the future. 

The current execution speed utilizing only CPU was marginally adequate. Considering a typical user might 
be running other workloads on their PC while using AiShifu, which will cause AiShifu to execute slower, future work 
was required to make AiShifu execute faster. For this purpose, we considered the following options: 
 
1. Switching to faster neural-networks such as Lite-HRNet. The performance of these models and their execution 
speed on target hardware setups needed to be carefully checked. It was likely that an optimal balance between execu-
tion speed, hardware requirements, and HPE accuracy could be found. 
 
2. Compiling the source code for common processors and operating systems. This would optimize the executable code 
and reduce the workload at run time. 
 
3. Adding a module to precondition the frame. For example, reducing the image resolution (current resolution is 
1280x720) might improve execution speed without significant loss of limb angle accuracy. Also, the user experience 
could be enhanced if blurry images could be quickly identified so AiShifu could request the user to try again. 
 
4. Batch processing. Processing multiple images through the HPE engine could dramatically increase the throughput 
of code, even for a serial processor like CPU. Even though the current usage model did not lend itself well to batch 
processing, collecting a few images in sequence and then running HPE computation together could be an effective 
method to reduce the blurry image problem or increase the performance of joint identification through a majority 
voting or similar logic. 
 

Conclusion 
 
We designed an AI enabled Karate pose trainer called AiShifu. AiShifu had two run-time modes, and could success-
fully run on a generic computer. Based on the initial test, AiShifu could perform the designed functions including pose 
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and active side identification, and give correct feedback to a user based on a specific pose the user was practicing. 
AiShifu could also detect a difference in user experience level. Further analysis on larger dataset could provide more 
detail on the development paths of martial art practitioners, and open the door to training history based personalization 
of future applications. Compared with existing applications such as Zenia [1], AiShifu provided simple directional 
feedback so users would know which way to correct their last attempt. While AiShifu was impacted by some chal-
lenges of the state-of-the-art HPE models, sufficient performance was obtained with some workaround techniques. 
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